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The steampunk aesthetic has long been a particular favorite for legions of creative eccentrics, both
young and old. It is a style that is wholly occupied with the synthesis between ultra modern sci-fi
and vintage Victorian era tropes – an uncanny blend that has succeeded in drawing quite the
audience. The genre has its roots in novels such as The Time Machine by H.G Wells, however
these days it can be seen anywhere from TV to the world of music festivals. The online slot market
is always on the lookout for popular cultural things that can be morphed into an online slot, so
there is no surprise that the steampunk aesthetic has been used in Fortunium. Let’s take a better
look at this online slot at diamondjackpots.com.

About Fortunium and its Bonus Features
So, as we mentioned Fortunium is an online slot that is completely wrapped up in the steampunk
aesthetic, and as such the background to the game takes the shape of a future city that reminds of
fantasy lands such as the bustling metropolis planet Coruscant out of Star Wars. The 5 reel grid
configuration sits in front of the breath-taking view, with a fairly standard 25 pay-lines also
available for you to make some wins on. As with the vast majority of online slots on the market
these days the low paying symbols take the form of playing card icons, whereas an array of sci-fi
influenced pictures become the higher value symbols. Fortinium has two main characters,
Maximillian and Victoria – these two fill a whole reel when they appear, meaning that the wins can
be nothing short of massive.
Even in its base mode Fortinium is one of the most exciting online slots on the market these days,
however the developers Microgaming do not stop there… just you wait until you encounter some
of the tantalizing bonuses! For instance, if you encounter between three and five scatter symbols
you will receive a load of free spins, as well as 10 bonus game rounds and the addition of Mystery
Reels. That is a really rather generous reward for the scatter symbols, especially in comparison to
some other slots on the market these days. Fortunium also has a random progressive jackpot that
may be won after any spin of the reels, nice!

About Microgaming and Other Slots by Them
You would do well to find another online slot developer with a name quite as exciting as
Stormcraft Studios, and luckily their titles more than live up to their name. Fortinium is primarily
developed by Microgaming, however this new burgeoning developer studio certainly had a helping
hand in the creation. Other slots by Microgaming include:
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Age Of Discovery
Beautiful Bones
Big Kahuna Snakes & Ladders
Jason And The Golden Fleece

Fortinium: The Verdict
We would love to see more steampunk inspired online slots, it is a genre that works so well,
especially considering the fact that online slots themselves are a merger between modern and old
technology. Fortinium is also a highly lucrative gaming experience, what more do you want?
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